Why Does Wood Not Get Contact Charged? Lignin as an Antistatic Additive for Common Polymers
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ABSTRACT: Contact electrification (CE), or the development of surface charges upon contact and separation, is a millennia-old scientific mystery and the source of many problems in the industry. Since the 18th century, efforts to understand CE have involved ranking materials according to their charging propensities. In all these reports, wood, an insulator, turns out to be surprisingly immune to CE. Here, we show that this unique antistatic nature of wood is attributable to its lignin content, i.e., lignin removal from wood ceases the antistatic property, and (re)addition brings it back. The antistatic action of lignin (also an insulator) is proposed to be related to its radical scavenging action and can be explained through the bond-breaking mechanism of CE. Our results also show that lignin, a sustainable, low-cost biopolymer, can be used as an antistatic additive in some representative examples of elastomers and thermoplastics, displaying the universal nature of its antistatic action.

It is hard to name another phenomenon so commonly encountered as contact electrification (CE, also known as tribocharging and static electricity), which nevertheless remains so indeterminate when one tries to explain its mechanism. Contact charges develop on surfaces upon contact—3—even a soft "touch" can give rise to kilovolts of electrical potential on surfaces. In industry (pharmaceuticals, plastics, oil, microelectronics, and space), this electrical potential causes clinging, sparks, friction, and wear, all of which lead to billion-dollar losses. Efforts to prevent these losses by rendering the material surfaces antistatic have aimed at making materials more conductive (e.g., by doping with carbon powder, metals, or conductive polymers) since "all insulators acquire/develop/store surface charges upon contact". However, do all insulators really do that? Since the earliest contact charging experiments millennia ago, it has been reported that almost all electrically insulating materials can develop charges upon contact. They can be ranked according to this propensity of charge development from negative to positive polarity in a series called the triboelectric series. This ranking is debated even after three centuries since its first report by Wilcke (1757) because of ambiguous results. This is because contact charging depends on numerous different properties of the material (e.g., surface roughness and crystallinity) as well as environmental factors (e.g., humidity and mode of contact), and the mechanism of charging is still unclear. Moreover, identical materials can also be charged, and all materials indeed charge bipolarly in nano-, micro-, and macromdomains. Further, the measured surface charge is indeed a "net" charge, a mathematical sum of these opposite polarity charges. Nevertheless, in all reported triboelectric series, wood is listed at the center of the series as an insulator material that has no tendency for contact charging (Figure 1a). Wood is one of the most commonly used raw materials (annual production of 2 billion metric tons). It has several advantages over other synthetic alternatives because it does not contribute to environmental pollution, unlike plastics. Wood can serve both as an electrical insulator and antistatic material. Investigating this interesting property of wood is more than just a fundamental research interest; it is a necessity for the development of current and new wood technologies. One example of the utilization of treated wood is recently shown in the inventive work by Luo et al. in flexible and durable triboelectric generators in self-powered sensors.

WOOD IS "SUPER-ANTISTATIC" UNLESS LIGNIN IS REMOVED FROM IT

The inertness of wood to contact charging is compared to the contact charging behaviors of two common polymers, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and nylon, in Figure 1b. When PDMS and nylon were touched against aluminum foil,
presence of high amounts of lignin in its structure (vide infra and Figure 1c) and that this property can be used to make common polymers antistatic by doping them with only minute amounts of lignin, the second most abundant polymer on Earth.

To understand the inertness of wood against contact charging, it is necessary to understand how and why common polymers get charged at all. As mentioned above, this is not an easy task because of the complicated nature of contact charging. Previously, it was shown that electron, ion, and material transfer play important roles during the CE process. To prove a chemical mechanism wherein polymer bonds break to yield mechano-ions, which are indeed the observed contact charges. This chemical mechanism also reveals the role of mechanoradicals in CE, i.e., in stabilizing the charges (mechano-ions) on the surfaces. The inertness of wood against CE that persists for all kinds of wood with different physical features such as roughness and fiber morphology might as well be explained by this mechanism, if one considers the chemical constituents of the wood that are common to all wood. Wood is a composite of three natural polymers, namely, cellulose (30–50%), hemicellulose (20–35%), and lignin (15–40%). The intervention of the minor ingredients of wood, e.g., organic compounds, was eliminated by washing the wood samples with organic solvents and drying them prior to the experiments (these washed samples displayed identical charging behavior as the native ones). As it is known that cellulose breaks mechanically and acquires contact charges, and that hemicellulose has the same chemistry as cellulose, we suspected that lignin was responsible for the observed “super-antistatic” action.

Figure 2. (a) Removing lignin from wood (here, limba wood) precludes its non-CE behavior, and doping the lignin-free wood (LFW) with 5% lignin restores it. Wood, LFW, and lignin-doped wood are contact charged at a tapping device against a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) film at 1 Hz frequency. (Inset) Contact and separation open-circuit potential (V_{oc}) signals from wood samples (red) and PTFE (black). Even small amounts of lignin in wood (1%) decrease the V_{oc} (b) V_{oc} obtained using natural wood (*limba, 32% lignin, sample prepared in an identical manner as the lignin-free samples via cryomilling and pressing into a pellet) in comparison to artificially doped LFW samples. Error bars correspond to standard deviations determined from at least four independent experiments. See the Supporting Information for further experimental details on sample preparation and contact charging experiments.
Figure 3. (a) Contact charge density of PDMS reduces upon lignin doping (L-PDMS). (b) Increasing the cryomilling time of lignin before doping ensures finer particles and better dispersion of lignin in PDMS (5% (w/w) doping). (c) Contact charges in panel (a) decay faster on PDMS as more lignin is added (L-PMD, w/w). (d) Charge decay rates in panel (c) show deviations from linearity (from black to red plots) upon lignin doping to PDMS. Error bars correspond to standard deviations determined from at least four independent experiments. See the Supporting Information for further experimental details.

To test the hypothesis that wood-free lignin would develop contact charge same as cotton or synthetic polymers, we removed lignin from wood by chemical extraction\(^{45}\) and prepared a pellet (1.4 cm diameter and 0.5 mm thick, Figure 2) from the remaining cellulosic material by cryomilling the samples and pressing the obtained powder. (See the Supporting Information (SI) for further experimental details on extraction and sample preparation, Figures S1–S4).

To display the charging behavior of lignin-free wood (LFW), we used a tapping device set at a tapping frequency of 1 Hz, which allowed the contact and separation of the wood samples with Al metal. The tapping device had two identical metal stubs (Al) attached directly to 100 MΩ (high enough input impedance\(^{36}\) to prevent discharge of the signals during tapping) oscilloscope probes, one of which was mounted on the wood sample. The CE of surfaces during their contact and separation led to open-circuit electrical potential (\(V_{oc}\) in volts) of opposite signs, which were measured independently using a two-channel oscilloscope. By using a tapping device, mechanical inconsistencies that emerge from pressure differences upon manual contact were eliminated. Qualitatively, experiments by manual contact, which can be performed in a straightforward manner, gave similar results. For details about the experimental parameters, see the Supporting Information. As shown in Figure 2a, the LFW sample produced a high \(V_{oc}\) of ~22 V (similar to common synthetic polymers producing 6–16 V (Figure 5)), which was an order of magnitude higher than that can be obtained by native wood samples; e.g., for limba wood containing ~32% lignin,~\(^{47}\) \(V_{oc}\) was determined to be ~3.2 V on the same device. (A complete removal of lignin is needed for charging; the samples with partial lignin removal were found to be resistant to charging, Figure S4). To probe the effect of lignin concentration in wood to tribocharging, we doped LFW with 1–50% lignin. Figure 2b clearly shows that the \(V_{oc}\) dropped rapidly upon addition of lignin in the wood—even at 1% of doping, the \(V_{oc}\) decreased by half of that obtained with LFW (0% lignin), illustrating the “super-antistatic” action of lignin.

Next, to test the antistatic action of lignin in a systematic manner and uncover details of the charge dissipation mechanism of lignin, we doped lignin (see the Supporting Information, Figures S1–S12 for further experimental details and extraction and characterization of the lignin samples) extracted from different sources (birch, pine, maple tree barks, and nutshell, containing 30–40% (w/w) lignin extracted through the Klasson process; see the Supporting Information) into polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Dow Sylgard 184), a common polymer used in CE studies. As shown in Figure 3a, even at 1% lignin dopant concentration, the charge accumulation on the lignin-doped PDMS (L-PDMS) surface decreased by 52%, and this decrease was enhanced if lignin was cryomilled into fine particles and well dispersed in the polymer matrix (Figure 3b and Figure S12). As shown in AFM images of the doped and undoped PDMS samples (Figure S13), the surface roughness increases upon doping with lignin. On contrary to the common trend showing an increase in charging of polymers with increasing roughness,~\(^{49}\) the charge densities of the rougher lignin-doped samples were found to be less than undoped ones, showing that the reduction in charge density is not because of the increase in surface roughness. This trend was shown to be independent of the counter material (Cu, Al, PTFE, and steel, as shown in Figure S14) and also of the lignin source (Figure S15). As seen from the discharge plots (Figure 3c) of the undoped and doped PDMS, the antistatic action was also reflected in the faster charge decay observed with the latter (rate constant of \(2.31 \times 10^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1}\) for 1% doping) in comparison to undoped PDMS (rate constant of \(1.32 \times 10^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1}\) (Figure 3d). The decay rate deviates from first order
upon doping, implying that a second species is involved in the decay mechanism.\textsuperscript{60,61}

\section*{CHEMICAL MECHANISM OF ANTISTATIC ACTION OF LIGNIN}

The remarkable antistatic action of lignin is interesting because lignin is not inherently conductive like conventional antistatic additives such as metal particles or synthetic conductive polymers. To show that the presence of lignin does not increase the surface conductivities of the samples, we measured the conductivities of the corresponding samples by the two-probe method (see the Supporting Information for experimental details). The surface conductivity of the 5\% L-PDMS sample was found to be of the same order as that of undoped PDMS ($\sim 10^{-15}$ S/m, typical of an insulator) (Figure S19). Another charge dissipation mechanism of common antistatic additives, in which water (that eliminates surface charges by percolation) absorption is enhanced on the polymer surfaces by the additives, was also refuted by the observation that surface humidity did not increase upon addition of lignin into LFW (Figure S11). Based on these observations, we sought an explanation for the antistatic action of lignin in the bond-breaking mechanism of contact charging. This mechanism\textsuperscript{15,20,28,40,54,52} states that the mechanical action (contact) breaks the chemical bonds on the surface of the polymers leading to the formation of mechano-ions (charges) and mechanoradicals. The contact induced bond breaking in polymers upon polymer−polymer and polymer−metal contact that can be evidenced by the material transfer,\textsuperscript{28−30} which can be verified by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).\textsuperscript{15,28} For the samples used in the charging experiments in this study (Figure S14), XPS analyses show such a material transfer and bond breaking on polymer surfaces (Figure S16). AFM/KFM was also employed to image the distribution of surface charge before and after contact (Figure S13). The KFM images of PDMS and L-PDMS samples are qualitatively similar, i.e., they both show that the charging is heterogeneous (both positive and negative), and the charge domains are mostly concentrated at the locations with increased roughness (bond breaking). So, one can conclude that the contact-charging is a result of bond breaking in both cases. Once the bonds are broken and mechanospecies are formed, mechanoradicals can stabilize these charges, and their removal with a radical scavenger destabilizes the charges, rendering the material antistatic.\textsuperscript{32,33}

In lignin, this radical scavenger can either be (a) the stable radicals in lignin (also responsible for its known antioxidant activity)\textsuperscript{53} that can react with the polymer mechanoradicals (in wood, these are the cellulose mechanoradicals\textsuperscript{42,44}) that form upon CE of the polymer (or wood) or (b) phenols in the lignin structure that can form more stable radicals upon reaction with these polymer (or wood) mechanoradicals by H-atom transfer. In the second mechanism, the formed phenolic stable radicals cannot interact with the charges (polymer mechano-ions) to stabilize them because of their nonmatching energy levels,\textsuperscript{34} which makes charge dissipation faster. These mechanisms are summarized in Figure S17. We surmise that the second mechanism predominates because the number of lignin mechanoradicals (on the order of $\sim 10^{19}/g$)\textsuperscript{53,55} is quite low in comparison to the number of phenols (3.3−4.0 mmol/g, Table S1). This hypothesis was further supported by the observation that the PDMS sample doped with acylated lignin (prepared following a similar procedure as for L-PDMS), which lacks the OH groups for the required H-atom transfer but possesses lignin radicals (Figure 4 and Figure S17), did not show any antistatic action and charged identically as undoped PDMS. The antistatic action of lignin was found to be quantitatively similar in different types of wood (birch, pine, maple, and nutshell) (Figure S15), for which the phenolic content and chemical nature of the phenols were found to be similar through $^{13}$C-NMR analyses (Figure S9).
UNIVERSALITY OF ANTISTATIC ACTION OF LIGNIN IN COMMON POLYMERS

Inspired by the successful antistatic action of lignin in PDMS, we attempted to dope several other polymers with lignin to show the universality of this action. We aimed to make common polymers antistatic with lignin, probably the most abundant and cheapest polymeric material that can exist for this action. For this purpose, samples from some common thermoplastic polymers, such as polypropylene (PP), polyolactic acid (PLA), polyethylene (PE), and polystyrene (PS), were prepared (1.2 cm diameter and 0.4 mm thick) and mounted on one of the stubs connected to the probe of the oscilloscope. Using the tapping instrument, the samples were tapped on the Al stub connected to the other probe, and $V_{occ}$ values were recorded (Figure 5). It was observed that 5% (w/w) lignin doping in the samples indeed decreased charge accumulation by 60–80%, as detected from the saturated signals of $V_{occ}$ of the polymer and metal, both upon contact and separation.

With this study, we have provided insight to the chemical mechanism of why wood does not get contact charged, showing the antistatic action of lignin, a naturally occurring, low-cost material. Our results also demonstrate that lignin might be a good antistatic additive for common polymers even at low doping concentrations to prevent charge accumulation-based hazards in industry. Further, our explanation of the antistatic action of lignin in contact-charged polymers might prove helpful in understanding the millennia-long debated molecular mechanism of contact charging and charge dissipation in common polymers. Finally, our findings illustrate a long-awaited sustainable technological solution to CE by employing one of the most abundant natural materials, wood.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. The nutshell was obtained from nuts grown in Gömeli village in the west black sea region, Turkey. Maple tree bark, pine tree bark, and birch tree bark were collected from their natural habitat in Bilkont University Campus, Ankara, Turkey. Sulfuric acid (95–97%), acetic acid (99.85%, glacial), phosphoric acid (85%), hydrochloric acid (37%), 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH), and thermoplastics (PP, PE, PS, and PLA) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Tetrahydrofuran, ethanol, isopropyl alcohol, 1,4-dioxane, and acetonitrile from Sigma Aldrich were used without further purification. H$_2$O$_2$, solution, FeCl$_3$, K$_2$Fe(CN)$_6$, trimethylacetyl chloride, and methyl-3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoate (Sigma Aldrich) were used as obtained. NaOH (pellets) and Na$_2$SO$_3$ were purchased from Carlo Erba. Arabic gum was purchased from an herbalist. PDMS was prepared by using a Dow Corning Silgard 184 silicone elastomer kit. The samples for the electrical potential measurements using the tapping device described below were mounted on aluminum stubs from Agar Scientific.

Instrumentation. For the lignin extraction, an autoclave reactor (30 mL) (PAR Instrument Company) was used. Retsch molecular test sieves (50 and 100 micron mesh size) and Retsch cryomill were used to decrease the particle size of the samples. The samples were placed in a 30 mL zirconia grinding chamber and cryomilled with six zirconia balls (diameter: 10.06 mm) at 30 Hz frequency at 77 K. Particle size measurements were performed on a Malvern instrument zeta-meter. FTIR-ATR spectra were taken using a Bruker Alpha FTIR-ATR spectrometer. All samples were analyzed with a spectral width of 4000–4000 cm$^{-1}$ and 64 scans at a resolution of 4 cm$^{-1}$. The spectra were baseline corrected, and transmittance was normalized. Electron spin resonance (ESR) analyses were performed for noncryomilled lignin, cryomilled lignin, and acylated lignin. Mechanochemically generated radicals were characterized at room temperature under nonsaturating conditions using a Bruker ELEXYS E 580 model ESR spectrometer equipped with a high sensitivity cavity and operating at X band frequencies (9 GHz). ESR signals were obtained by double integration of the corrected baseline using Bruker Win EPR software. Experimental conditions were set to 12 dB, 1G, 0.3 mW microwave power, 0.25 mT modulation amplitude, and 1024 points. The molecular weights of the lignin samples were determined by a SEC system (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) with a diode array UV detector (Agilent 1200 series ELSD) and the mobile phase was THF (HPLC grade, without stabilizer) with a flow rate of 0.6 mL/min. The column used was 6.2 mm × 250 mm Agilent Zorbax F150 300-S (particle size: 5 μm). The system was calibrated with polystyrene standards (575, 1530, 3950, 10,210, 29,510, 72,450, 205,000, and 467,000 Da) using an ELSD detector. $^{13}$C-CP/MAS NMR analyses were carried out using a Bruker Avance 300 MHz WB superconducting FT NMR spectrometer equipped with a 4 mm MAS probe. For acquisition of the $^{13}$C-CP/MAS NMR spectra, a relaxation delay of 4 s and spin rate of 8.5 kHz were used. Then, 7000 scans were taken for each spectrum. The NMR spectrometer was calibrated against a pure glycerin sample before the measurements. XPS spectra were recorded on ESCALAB 250 (Thermo Scientific K-Alpha X-ray photoelectron spectrometer). Photoemission was stimulated by a monochromatic Al Kα radiation (1486.6 eV). Survey scans and high-resolution scans were collected using pass energies of 200 and 30 eV, respectively. Binding energies in the spectra were referenced to the C 1s binding energy set at 284.8 eV. At least three different measurements were performed for each sample. For AFM/KFM imaging, a Nanosurf AFM microscope was used.

Charge Density and Open-Circuit Potential Measurements. Electrostatic charges on the polymer surfaces were measured by immersing the polymer pieces in a homemade Faraday cup attached to an electrometer (Keithley 6517B). Lignin-doped and undoped PDMS samples were contact charged against aluminum foil up to 200 touches (Figure S18a). Since it is harder to manipulate hard plastics with tweezers during this process, charging behaviors of thermoplastics were monitored using a separate method that utilizes a homemade tapping device attached to an oscilloscope (Figure S18b). In this method, surface electrical potential of thermoplastics that increases upon contact charging is recorded as the signal, open-circuit potential $V_{occ}$. Samples were mounted on the aluminum stubs that are connected to the electrodes of the electrometer. Open-circuit voltages were measured and collected from saturated signals (signals obtained when accumulated charges are at their maximum values). A 1 Hz tapping frequency was used. For some samples, due to low propensity for charging on Al, a PTFE (Teflon)-coated stub surface was also used as the counter electrode. Standard deviations were calculated from at least four independent measurements. In case otherwise is stated, RH = 23–28%.

Charge Decay Measurements. Before charge decay experiments, PDMS pieces were left to discharge for at least 24 h in an isolated container. The electroneutrality of these pieces was confirmed by immersing the pieces in a homemade Faraday cup connected to a
high-precision electrometer (Keithley Instruments, model 6517B) that measures electrical charge. Undoped and doped PDMS pieces were charged against aluminum foil several times in order to reach the highest surface charge (charge saturation point). Then, samples were kept immersed in the homemade Faraday cup up to 30 min. Charge decay rates were calculated using OriginPro by linear equation fitting.

**Surface Conductivity Measurements.** In order to investigate whether the fast decay in the case of lignin doping is caused by the increase in surface conductivity of doped pieces, surface conductivities of PDMS and 5% lignin-doped PDMS samples were measured using a two-probe method. Current versus voltage for undoped PDMS and 5% lignin-doped PDMS was obtained via a probe station (with w = 1 cm wide samples (1 cm × 1 cm square pieces), and the distance between copper electrodes d = 100 μm), and the applied voltage was changed from 0 to −100 and 0 to +100 V in steps of 10 V, which gave identical results in terms of surface conductivity. From the slopes of the I−V curves, the values for surface resistance R_s were calculated according to the equation R_s = (V/I)·(w/d) in Ω/sq. Then, surface resistivities were converted to surface conductivity (σ) using the equation σ = 1/R_s. Standard deviations of the surface conductivities were calculated from at least four independent measurements.
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